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We study local diophantine properties of AtkinLehner quotients of Shimura
curves, using the CerednikDrinfeld p-adic uniformization of Shimura curves.
Applying these diophantine results with recent work of Poonen and Stoll, we show
when the CasselsTate pairing on the ShafarevichTate group of the jacobians of
these quotients fails to be alternating.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Poonen and Stoll have shown in [12] that for a principally polarized
abelian variety A over a global field K with polarization *, the reduced
ShafarevichTate group (AK) can have order a square (we say that AK
is even) or two times a square (AK is odd). This follows from the fact that
the CasselsTate pairing
( , ) * : (AK)_(AK)  QZ
may not be alternating (i.e., (x, x) *=0 for every x # (AK)) and may
only be antisymmetric (i.e., (x, y)*=&( y, x) * for every x, y # (AK)),
thus raising the possibility of having an element x # (AK) so that
(x, x)*=12. Poonen and Stoll show that
(1) There is a unique principal homogeneous space X* for A which
depends on the polarization *, and which is the obstruction to the Cassels
Tate pairing being alternating. The class [X*] #  ( AK )[ 2 ], and
([X*], [X*]) *=12 if and only if [X*] is non-trivial in (AK). This is
equivalent to saying that AK is odd.
(2) If A= Pic0(C), where C is a curve of genus g, equipped with the
canonical principal polarization *, then [X*]=[Pic g&1(C)].
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Furthermore, in order to exhibit odd abelian varieties, they exhibit
families of hyperelliptic curves of even genus over Q whose jacobians are
odd.
From [12], one has a simple criterion to determine when the jacobian
Pic0(C)K of a curve C of genus g>1 over a number field K has odd
jacobian, which we now outline. For any extension LK, let Picd (C)(L)+
denote the set of L-rational divisor classes of degree d represented by an
L-rational divisor. From Hensel’s lemma and the Weil conjectures, it
follows that if ? is a prime in K where C has good reduction, then
Pic1(C)(K?)+{<. Thus, for any d # Z, Picd (C)(K?)+ is empty for only a
finite set of places of K. The criterion of Poonen and Stoll is:
(P-St) Pic0(C)K is odd if and only if the number of places ? of K
so that Pic g&1(C)(K?)+=< is odd.
Using this, one immediately concludes that the modular curves X0(N)Q
and X1(N)Q for any N have even jacobians, since they have Q-rational
points, namely, the cusps. Using diophantine results of Jordan and Livne,
Poonen and Stoll conclude that Shimura curves VBQ also have even
jacobians.
In [6], Jordan and Livne exhibited the first known family of non-hyper-
elliptic curves with odd jacobian. These curves are quotients of Shimura
curves VB( pq) by a single AtkinLehner involution wp . The result of Jordan
and Livne is
(J-Li) If p#5 mod 24, q#5 mod 12, ( pq)=&1, then VB( pq) wp has
odd jacobian over Q.
This immediately raises the question of characterizing quotients of
Shimura curves that have odd jacobians. In this paper, we analyse the
situation of VB G, where B=B(D) is an indefinite quaternion algebra of
arbitrary odd discriminant D over Q, and G is any subgroup of the group
of AtkinLehner involutions on VB . Our main theorem is
Theorem 1. VBG has odd jacobian over Q only if G is an index 2
subgroup of the group of AtkinLehner involutions, and the Fricke involution
wD  G, where D=Disc B.
Using this along with the PoonenStoll criterion, we find quotients of
Shimura curves with odd jacobians quite easily.
The main idea is to use the p-adic uniformisation of V as described by
Cerednik and Drinfeld. We use the model described in [1, 2], and study
the G action on it. This yields a simple arithmetic criterion for the existence
of Qp rational points on the curve VB G at the primes of bad reduction.
We will fix the following notation.
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B will denote an indefinite rational quaternion algebra with odd discriminant
D= p1 } p2 } } } p2n ; m a maximal order in B, m*+ the group of units of positive
norm in B, f : m  M2(R) an identification of m*+ with a discrete subgroup
of SL2(R). VB will denote the canonical model over Q of the Shimura
curve attached to B arising from the action of f (m*+) on the upper half
plane; W will denote the group of AtkinLehner involutions on VB ;
wn # W will denote the AtkinLehner involution corresponding to an
integer n | D; G/W is any subgroup, VG=VBG. (we refer the reader to
[4, 9] for background on Shimura curves and AtkinLehner involutions.)
This paper proceeds as follows: In Section 2, we study divisors over R.
In Section 3, we establish criteria for existence of divisors over local fields
KQp , where p is a prime of bad reduction of VG. In Section 4, we analyse
the genus of VG and use the results on divisors in Section 3 to prove
Theorem 1. In Section 5, we exhibit families of quotients of Shimura curves
with odd jacobians.
2. DIVISORS AT THE ARCHIMEDEAN PLACES
We have the following easy result to study Picd (VG)(R)+.
Lemma 2. (a) Picd (V G)(R)+=< if and only d is odd and VG(R)=<
(b) VG(R){< if and only if there exists wd # G so that Q(- d) splits B.
Proof. (a) Clearly VG had divisors of degree 2 (and hence every even
degree) over R, in fact x+{(x) is a divisor of degree 2, where x # VG(C),
and { denotes complex conjugation. To construct a divisor of odd degree,
we would need to find a point over an odd degree extension of R, i.e., a
point on VG(R). For the general result on smooth irreducible curves, see
[3, Sect. 2].
(b) Suppose x0 # V G(R). Let y0 # VB be a point on VB above it.
Then, since VB (R)=<, it is clear that {( y0)=wd ( y0) for some wd # G. By
using the explicit action of complex conjugation on VB (see [11]), it
follows that Q(- d ) splits B.
3. DIVISORS AT NON-ARCHIMEDEAN PLACES
3.1. The special fibre of AtkinLehner quotients
In [2], Drinfeld constructs a model MB of VB which represents the
coarse moduli problem for isomorphism classes of abelian surfaces A with
an embedding of m in End(A). This MB is projective over Z and MB_Zp
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is a twisted Mumford uniformized curve, where p is a prime of bad reduc-
tion of VB . One sees from the model that the primes of bad reduction of
the quotient VG are exactly the same primes of bad reduction as VB . From
[10], we know that the primes of bad reduction of VB , and hence of VG,
are exactly the prime divisors of D.
The action of W on MB gives us a model for VG, namely MB G. Our
aim in this section is to understand the special fibre of VG_Zp , where p is a
prime of bad reduction. Following [4], we describe a model for the special
fibre of (MBG)_Zp , where p is one of the pi dividing D. From [8] and
[4], we know that MB_Zp is an admissible curve, and it follows that
(MBG)_Zp is also admissible. So, the special fibre of MB G_Zp is a
union of Fp-rational P1 ’s, with normal crossings at Fp -rational points. The
special fibre can be described by its dual graphthe idea is to write the
dual graph of the special fibre as a twist of a quotient of a well understood
tree.
Let B p&int be the definite quaternion algebra of discriminant &Dp, the
quaternion algebra obtained from B by interchanging local invariants at p
and , and fix a maximal order M in B p&int. Let Hp denote the p-adic
upper half plane, and 2 be the dual graph of its special fibre, which is
identified with the tree attached to PSL2(Qp).
Define
Z( p)=Z[1p]; M( p)=MZ( p); Mp=MZp
1 0=M( p)*
1 +=[x # 1 0 | vp(det x) is even], where vp(a) is the p-adic valuation
of a.
Z=Z( p)*/M( p)*
10=1 0 Z
1+=1 + Z.
If we fix an identification of B p&int Qp with M2(Qp), then 1 0 and 1 +
are discrete cocompact subgroups of GL2(Qp), and 10 and 1+ are discrete
subgroups of PGL2(Qp), and so they act on Hp , and 2.
By construction, 1 + is a normal subgroup of 1 0 of index 2. If
W=1 0 1 + , then W=[1, wp], where wp can be represented by an element
#p # M of norm p.
For each wd # G, let #d be an element of the normaliser of 1 + in M* of
norm d. Set
1 +, G=(1 + , [#d]d)/PGL2(Qp),
1+, G=1 +, GZ.
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Since #d induces the action of wd on MB_Zp , (MBG)_Zp can be
described by the action of action of 1+, G on Hp . Thus, the special fibre is
a quotient of 2 by 1+, G . To understand the action of Frobp on the
quotient, we observe that MB_Zp comes with a twisted action of Frobp ,
the twist being by Frobp acting as wp . On (MB G)_Zp , therefore, we
would have a similar twist, provided wp  G. If wp # G, then clearly the
twist does not survive in the quotient. We can thus describe the dual graph
as
(Gr(MB G_Zp Zp), Frobp)& ((1+, G"2)*, wp)
and by base extension to KQp with e=e(KQp), f =f (KQp), we have
(Gr(MBG_OK OK), Frob(MBG_OK OK))& (((1+, G"2)*)e, w fp ),
where OK denotes the ring of integers of K, and the V suffix denotes the
graph obtained by contracting edges e with e=e . We define the length of
an edge e as the order of the stabilizer in 1+ of any lift of e to 2. We refer
the reader to [4] for details on admissible curves and their dual graphs.
3.2. Rational Points over Non-archimedean Local Fields
From the p-adic uniformized model of VG_K, and the description of the
dual graph of the special fibre, we can get criteria for the existence of
K-rational points on VG, where KQp is a finite extension, and p | D. Our
analysis will need the special fibre to be a twisted Mumford curve, hence
we will need to assume that wp  G, and f (KQp) is odd. (we will see that
for our purposes, this is sufficient.) We will fix the correspondence between
the special fibre and its dual graphif v is a vertex on the graph, let Cv be
the corresponding component, and if s is an edge on the graph, let xs be
the corresponding singular point on the special fibre.
By Hensel’s lemma (see [4, Lemma 1.1]), VG(K){< if and only if there
is a smooth k rational point x0 on the special fibre V G_Spec(k), where k
is the residue field of K. The two possibilities are
(a) x0 is a smooth point on a component Cv of the special fibre, or
(b) x0 is a smooth point on the exceptional locus of the special fibre,
i.e., a smooth point on a component arising from blowing up a singularity xs .
Part (a) can occur only if there is a vertex v of the dual graph so that Cv
is Fp -rational. Since the action of Frobp and wp is the same on the dual
graph of the special fibre, it follows that wp(v)=v; we need to ensure that
there is always a smooth point on Cv . We have:
Proposition 3. (i) There is a vertex v on Gr(V) so that wr(v)=v,
where p |3 r, if and only if Q(- &r) splits B p&int.
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(ii) There is a smooth point x0 on a component of the special fibre
VG_Spec(k) if and only if _wd # G so that Q(- &pd ) splits B p&int
(Note that Gr(V) is a bipartite graph with wd switching the parity of
vertices if and only if p | d, and so we need the condition p |3 d.)
Proof. (i) Lift v to a vertex + on 2. By the definition of the Bruhat
Tits building, each vertex + corresponds to a maximal compact subgroup
m+ in SL2(Qp), and so #2r # Q*m+*. By conjugating #r appropriately, we can
assume that #2r =ru, where u is a unit in m+ . Since u lies in a quadratic
imaginary field, u is a root of unity of order 2, 3, or 4. The possibilities are:
u=+1; this cannot occur since B p&int is definite.
u=&1; then #r=- &r.
u2+1=0; then Q(#r)=Q(u)=Q(- &1). Thus, r would have to be 2,
which is impossible, because D is odd.
u2\u+1=0; then Q(#r)=Q(- &3). As ideals in the ring of integers
of this field, (#r)2=(r), and so we must have r=3. Thus, Q(- &3)
splits B p&int.
Thus, Q(#r)=Q(- &r), so Q(- &r) splits B p&int. (See [8, pp. 294295].)
(ii) From Theorem 10 of [7], it follows that there is a smooth point
x0 on the special fibre if and only if there is a vertex v0 on Gr(VG) fixed
by wp ( i.e., every Fp -rational component of the special fibre must have a
Fp -rational smooth point on it). If v is a vertex on Gr(V) above v0 , then
wp(v)=wd (v) for some wd # G, i.e., wpd fixes v. Since wd switches the parity
of vertices on Gr(V), we must have p | d. Thus, wpd=wdp . The result
follows from part (i).
For (b), if x0 comes from the exceptional locus of the special fibre, then
one of the components in the exceptional locus must be fixed by Frobp .
Translating this onto the dual graph, wp must either fix the edge e or
reverse it. We have:
Proposition 4. There is a K-rational point x0 on V G coming from an
edge s of (1+, G"2)* if and only if wp(s)=s , and e } l(s) is even, where l(s)
is the length of the edge s.
Proof. Working with K=Qp , we see that by blowing up the singularity
ps , we get a chain of edges of length 1, and thus we have added a string
of l(s)&1 vertices (see [4] for blowing up singularities). Since the point
x0 must lie on one of these vertices, we must fix the middle one, so l(s)&1
must be odd, clearly base change to K proves the proposition. (Details are
exactly as in the proof of Theorem 5.2 in [4].)
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Thus, if e is even, we need an edge s on Gr(V) which is switched by wpd
for wd # G.
Proposition 5. There exists an edge s on Gr(V) so that wr(s)=s , where
p | r, p{r if and only if Q (- &r) splits B p&int.
(Note that Gr(V) is a bipartite graph with wd switching the orientation
of edge only if p | d, so we need the condition p | r.)
Proof. Let t be an edge on 2 lying above s. Then, there exists an element
#r # M( p) so that N(#r)=r, and #rt=t . We see that #2r fixes the initial and final
vertex of t, vi and vf . From the argument in Proposition 3, Q(#r)=Q(- &r),
so Q(- &r) splits B p&int.
Conversely, suppose Q(- &r) splits B p&int. If #r satisfies X2+r=0, then
#2r fixes some vertex v on 2, and also fixes #rv. Since p | r, dist(v, #rv) is odd,
and there is a vertex v$ with dist(v$, #r v$)=1. So, there is an edge e joining
these two vertices that is switched by #r . This edge descends on Gr(V) to
an edge switched by wr .
Theorem 6. Suppose wp  G, and KQp is a finite extension. Then
VG(K){< if and only if
(i) f is even, or
(ii) e is even and there exists wd # G with p |3 d and Q(- &pd) splits B,
or
(iii) ef is odd and there exists wd # G, p | d and Q(- &pd) splits B p&int,
or
(iv) ef is odd and B p&int&B(&d1 p, &d2), where wd1 , wd2 # G; where
B(a, b) is ramified at a prime q if and only if the Hilbert symbol (a, b)q=&1.
Proof. (i) From [4, Theorem 5.1], we know that V(K){< if f is
even, and so VG(K){<.
(ii) This follows from Propositions 4 and 5 above.
(iii) This follows from Proposition 3(ii) above.
(iv) Suppose we have an edge t on Gr(VG) of even length that is
fixed by wp . Let s be an edge on Gr(V) above e. Then, there are two
possibilities for s:
(a) s has even length or wd1(s)=s for wd1 # G,
(b) wp(s)=s or wp(s)=wd2(s ) for wd2 # G.
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From the properties of the dual graph of VB , we see that there are 3
possibilities:
(1) s has even length and wpd2(s)=s
(2) wp(s)=s , wd1(s)=s
(3) wpd2(s)=s , wd1(s)=s.
In case (1) let #pd2 # M represent wpd2 . We can assume that N(#pd2)= pd2 .
If s~ lies on 2 above s, we can conjugate #pd2 to make sure that #pd2(s~ )=s~ .
Following the argument in [4, Theorem 5.6], we get the condition B p&int
&B(&1, &pd2). Reading the same argument backwards gives us an edge
s of length 2 with wpd2(s)=s .
In case (2), Let #p , #d1 # M of norms p and d1 respectively, that represent
wp and wd1 so that #p(s~ )=s~ and #d1(s~ )=s~ . Then, as in [8, pp. 294295], we
see that #2p , #
2
d1
# Q, and #d1 and #p } #d1 } #
&1
p both fix s~ and hence, B
p&int&
B(&p, &d1). Conversely, if the two quaternion algebras are isomorphic,
then we can pick #p and #d1 with the above properties, and we will get s as
in (2).
In case (3), let #d1 and #pd2 be as in the previous paragraph, we get that
B p&int&B(&pd2 , &d1) by the same analysis.
Putting all of the above together, we have the theorem.
Corollary 6. If G, K are as above, and LK is odd. Then VG(L)=<
if and only if VG(K)=<.
3.3. Divisors at Finite Places
Proposition 7. (a) If wp # G, then Pic1(VG)(Qp)+{<.
(b) If KQp , where p | D, and wp  G, then Picd (VG )(K )+=< if and
only if d is odd and VG(K)=<.
Proof. (a) It suffices to prove the proposition in the case G=[1, wp].
We see that VG is uniformized by Hp , the p-adic upper half plane, and we
get a model for VG over Zp whose special fibre consists of Fp-rational P1$s
crossing at Fp -rational points. In particular, we have smooth Fpr points for
any r2. By Hensel’s lemma, we have points over the Witt vectors W(Fpr)
for any r2. The trace to Qp of such a point gives us a divisor of degree
r defined over Qp .
Let D1 and D2 be two such Qp rational divisors of degree 3 and 2, respec-
tively. Then D1&D2 is a Qp -rational divisor of degree 1, and hence
Pic1(VG )(Qp)+ is nonempty.
(b) Clearly VG(K){< would mean Picd (VG)(K)+{<. Also, if K2
is the unramified quadratic extension of K, then VG(K2){<. Hence,
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G=_ # Gal(K2 K) P
_ is a divisor of degree 2 defined over K, multiplying by
d2 gives us a divisor of degree d when d is even.
Conversely, suppose we have a divisor G # Picd (VG)(K)+ with d odd.
Then Supp G, the support of G is Gal(K K) invariant, and so there is a
point : # Supp G so that the orbit [Gal(K K) .:] has odd cardinality.
Hence, : is in VG(L), where [L : K] is odd, and by Corollary 7, VG(K){<.
4. QUOTIENTS WITH ODD JACOBIANS
From Lemma 2 and Proposition 8, we know that for every prime p,
Pic2(VG)(Qp)+{<. So, if the genus g= g(VG) is odd, then Picg&1(VG)(Qp)+
is nonempty for every p, and we conclude that Pic0(VG)Q cannot be
odd if g is odd. Furthermore, if g is even, then by the results in Sections
2 and 3,
Pic g&1(VG)(Qp)+{< iff (VG)(Qp){<.
We can, therefore, reformulate the PoonenStoll criterion in our setting as
(p&st) VG has odd jacobian if and only if g is even and
(VG )(Qp)=< for an odd number of places p where p is either
archimidean, or p is a prime of bad reduction.
In order to calculate the genus of V G, we need to count the number of
fixed points of the involutions wd # G.
Proposition 8. Let e(wd) denote the number of fixed points of wd on
VB , where Disc B is odd. Then >(WB ) | e(wd ).
Proof. From [9, Proposition 5], we know that if e(wd ){0, then
(i) if d#3 mod 4, e(wd)=2s(h(Z[- &d])+h(OQ(- &d ))), and
(ii) if d#1 mod 4, then e(wd)=2s(h(Z[- &d])),
where h denotes the class number, OK is the ring of integers of K, and s the
number of primes dividing Dd. We know that >(WB )=2N, where N is the
number of primes dividing D.
By the genus theory of quadratic imaginary fields (see [13, p. 181,
Corollary 1]), we know that if d#1 mod 4, h(Z[- &d]) is divisible by 2r,
where r is the number of prime factors of d (because 2 ramifies in the
order). Thus 2s } h(Z[- &d]) is divisible by 2r+s=>(WB ).
If d#3 (mod 4), then Z[- &d] is an order of conductor 2 in OQ(- &d ) .
From [14, p. 106, Exercise 4.12], it is immediate that h(Z[- &d]) is an
odd multiple of h(OQ(- &d ) ). If r denotes the number of prime factors of d,
then by genus theory, both the class numbers are divisible by 2r&1. Hence,
clearly their sum is divisible by 2r. The argument is then the same as above.
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Proposition 9. g(VG) is even only if [WB : G]2.
Proof. The Eichler mass formula (see [15, pp. 119123]) tells us the
genus of VB ,
g(VB)=1+
1
12
‘
p | Disc(B)
( p&1)&
1
4
‘
p | Disc(B) \1&\
&4
p ++
&
1
3
‘
p | Disc(B) \1&\
&3
p ++ . (1)
Clearly the degree of the quotient map from VB to V G is just the order of
G. If D=Disc B is divisible by N primes, then >WB =2N, and so >G=2n,
where G is generated by n involutions. By the RiemannHurwitz theorem,
g(VG)=
g(VB)+2n&1
2n
&
 i ei
2n+1
, (11)
where ei are the ramification points of the covering map. The ramification
locus of the quotient map is easy to describe: it is clearly the set of fixed
points on VB for the involutions wd # G, we have
g(VG)=
g(VB)+2n&1
2n
&
1
2n+1
:
1{wd # G
e(wd ), (12)
where e(wd) denotes the number of fixed points of the involution wd on VB .
From Proposition 9, we know that e(wd) is divisible by 2N. Therefore, if
nN&2, e(wd)2n+1 is even always. Hence, for nN&2, VG can be even
only if (g(VB)+2n&1)2n is even, or (g(VB)&1)(2n) is odd.
The analysis proceeds as
g(VB)&1
2n
=
1
12 } 2n \ ‘p | Disc B ( p&1)&3 ‘p | Disc B \1&\
&4
p ++
&4 ‘
p | Disc B \1&\
&3
p ++ (13)
=
1
3 } 2n+2 \ ‘p | Disc B ( p&1)&3 ‘p | Disc B \1&\
&4
p ++
&4 ‘
p | Disc B \1&\
&3
p ++ . (14)
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Clearly all three product terms are divisible by 2N, and hence if nN&3,
(g(VB)&1)(2n) is even (an extra factor of 2 remains in the numerator),
and g(VG) is odd.
In the case n=N&2, we look at 2 possibilities:
(1) One of the primes p | Disc B is of the form 4t+1. Then, clearly
(1&( &4p ))=0, and so all that remain are the first and third product terms,
both divisible by 2N+1. Hence, again g(VG) turns out to be odd.
(2) If all the primes p | Disc B are of the form 4t+3, then the first
two product terms are exactly divisible by 2N, but not by 2N+1. Hence,
their sum is divisible by 2N+1, the third product term is always divisible by
2N+1 and again g(V G) turns out to be odd. This proves the proposition.
Proof of Theorem 1. From the above, all that remains is to show that
VG cannot have odd jacobian if wD # G.
If wD # G, then by Lemma 2, V G(R){<, and this takes care of the case
p=. Also, if wD # G, we know that VG(Qp){< for every p | D, (from
Theorem 6(iii) and Proposition 8(a)). By the criterion (p&st), VG must
have even jacobian. This completes the proof of the theorem.
5. EXAMPLES
We can use Theorem 1 along with the refined criterion (p&st) to search
for examples of odd quotients of Shimura curves. It’s fairly easy to write a
program (using PARI, for example) to calculate the genus and test the
conditions in Theorem 6 and Lemma 2 for existence of R and Qp points
on VG, and p | D. Using a program written with the assistance of Florian
Lengyel, we found the following examples.
Example 1 VB(55) w11 has genus 2. This curve has points at all places
except for , and so it has odd jacobian.
Example 2 VB(39) w13 has genus 2, and points at all places except for
. So, it has odd jacobian.
Example 3 VB(30,415) H, where H=(w5 , w7 , w11) has points at all
places except for 79, and genus 196 (30,415=5 } 7 } 11 } 79). Thus, it has odd
jacobian.
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Example 4 VB(67,735) has 4 quotients which are odd (67,735=5 } 19 }
23 } 31):
H1=(w19 , w23 , w31);
H2=(w95 , w115 , w31);
H3=(w95 , w155 , w23);
H4=(w19 , w115 , w155);
VHi has odd jacobian for each Hi given above.
Since all of the criteria in determining the existence of rational points on
quotients VG and in calculating the genus of VG depend only on congruences,
every example of a quotient of a Shimura curve with odd jacobian gives
rise to a whole family. Corresponding to the examples above, we have
Example. p#5 (mod 8); q#3 (mod 4); ( pq)=1, G=(1, wq), V=VB( pq) .
Then VG has odd jacobian, because VG has rational points at all places
except for  and the genus is (( p&1)(q&1)&16)24, which is even.
Example. p#r#s#3 (mod 4); q#5 (mod 8); ( pq)=(
p
r )=(
p
s )=&1;
( &rq )=(
&s
q )=(
r
s)=+1; G=(wp , wq , wr); V=VB( pqrs) . Then V
G has odd
jacobian, because VG has rational points at all places except s and has
genus (( p&1)(q&1)(r&1)(s&1)&64)96, which is even. (The congruences
are constructed so that no non-trivial element in G has any fixed points
on VB .)
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